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Jun 09, 2015

RE: AJHG-D-15-00214R3

"A fast method using polygenic scores to estimate the variance explained by genome-wide marker panels and the proportion of variants affecting a trait"

Dear Dr. Dudbridge,

We are delighted to accept your paper for publication in  The American Journal of Human Genetics. Although your paper is scheduled tentatively for the August issue, it is likely that it will appear online ahead of the print issue. You should receive page proofs about two weeks before publication. Only printer's errors should be corrected on the page proofs; other changes will cause the article to be rescheduled for a later issue.

IMPORTANT: If you anticipate being unreachable by email at any time between now and the publication date, please provide our Deputy Managing Editor, Evann McGrory (emcgrory@cell.com), with the email address of an alternate author who can rapidly respond to queries from our production department.

Just a note about our policy with regard to the press. Our general policy is that authors are free to talk with the popular press (starting on the Monday of the week of publication) and to release information provided that its use is embargoed until 12 noon Eastern Time on the day prior to the date of publication. We also allow authors to discuss their work in press with other scientific journals. Because journals could in principle use that information to speed publication of their own competitive manuscripts, we ask that journals assure us of two things before we allow them to gain access to papers that we have in press: first, that they have no related work under consideration or in press, and second, that they will respect our embargo. The simplest way to achieve this is to refer enquiries from other journals directly to our Press Officer Joe Caputo (jcaputo@cell.com). If your press office should issue a press release, you should instruct them to contact Joe before
distributing the release.


Thank you again for submitting your work to AJHG.  We look forward to seeing it in print.

Sincerely,
Sara
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